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coclear
It means that it is spiral shaped It is also a type of device that is placed inside the ear in the snail part, to improve
hearing.  It was also an old measure of weight that amounted to half a drachma.   Relative to the cochlea, part of the
inner ear. 

coco
It is a colloquial form in Colombia call the head, the mind.  It has as synonyms Cotter, cranium, chola, pepa. I birthed or
terror with which frightened children who misbehave. Coconut is the name of the fruit of the coconut palm.  It is a Palm
with scientific name Cocos nucifera and is in the Arecaceae family.  Its main product is Copra.

cocobolo
It is the name of a fine wood tree in Panama.  Elsewhere is known cocobolo prieto, funeram, granadillo, amber, namba,
rosewood, black stick, urauna.  In Nicaragua they call it palosanto.  In Colombia the most commonly used name besides
caviuna is granadillo .  It belongs to the fabaceae family and its scientific name is Dalbergia retusa .

cocobolo prieto
It is one of the common names that receives in Central America a wood tree, made of very valuable wood.  It is also
known as caviuna, grandillo, cocobolo, funeram, amber, namba, palosanto, rosewood, blackwood, urauna , pau preto (in
Portuguese), rosewood (in English).  Its scientific name is Dalbergia retusa and belongs to the family Fabaceae.

cocoic
cocoic is incorrectly written, and should be written as Cocoi being its meaning:<br>I think that they sought to ask for
cocoi.  Cocoi Heron is the name given to the frog Oophaga histrionica of the Dendrobatidae family, considered one of
the most poisonous in the world which is located in the chocoanas jungles of Colombia.  It is also called Harlequin
poison frog.

cocoliche
They are jargon with words interspersed in Spanish and Italian, very typical of Italian migrants.  There was talk in the
South of Italy and in some parts of Argentina, Uruguay, and less so in Venezuela.  In Colombia is the name of a song
performed by Iván Villazón and Franco Arguelles vallenata.

cocoliso
In Colombia it means bald head.  Name of Popeye's son. 

cocoliztli
Nahuatl language means disease, pestilence, plague, passion or infirmity of body.  It forms as called the Mexican
indigenous diseases that the conquistadors brought them.

cocolla
It is a way of calling a type of monastery habit that possesses a cap.  It is one of the vulgar ways of calling the female
sexual organ in Colombia.  Vagina, vulva.  Cocoya is also used.  It is also the name of an infntil game in which the child
uses a container similar to a chest or small trunk from which he takes out and orders several different elements and at
the end he keeps them neatly. 



cocolmeca
It is the name of a plant, which is also known as Chinese Bejuco, Indian bejuco, cuculmeca wrap or runcho tooth. 
Slimming properties are attributed ( allegedly great 41 fat burner; and it has a large medicinal use.  Its scientific name is
Smilax cordifolia.  It belongs to the family Smilacaceae, and is typical of Central and South America.

cocolon
The correct term is cocolon with tilde.  In Ecuador is the paste of rice, which in Colombia also called Educacion, glues,
toston, Cocoon.

cocona
It is one of the common names of a plant of the family Solanaceae, which has edible fruits; it's from the same family of
lulo or orange and similar.  It is also named after tupiro or tupiro.  Its scientific name is Solanum sessiliflorum.  From its
fruits you can make juices, nectars, jams, salads.  It is considered in the Peruvian Amazon as a good substitute for
tomato.

coconito
In Central America Coconito is the name given to the offspring of the Turkey, Pisco or Turkey.  Little Peacock, pisquito,
guajolotillo, guajolotico.  It is the name of a famous Motel in Bogota.

coconut
It is an English language word meaning coconut or coconut palm. 

cocora
In Colombia is the name of a beautiful valley in the Department of Quindío (municipality of Salento), where abundant
wax Palm (national tree of Colombia).  In the Department of Tolima, in Colombia, is the name of a sidewalk and a river
in the municipality of Ibagué.

cocoricamo
It means something rare, murky, hides.  Something covered, hidden, concealed, camouflaged or disguised.  In Cuba
witchcraft, sorcery.  Also have difficulty obtaining work.

cocos
coconuts is incorrectly written and should be written as "coconuts ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In Colombia,
coconuts is synonymous with grimaces, gestures mohines, flirtations, grimaces, winks, gestures, gesticulations,
pirouettes.  Temporary inklings for purposes of flirtation.  The name of a group of islands which belong to Australia. 
Station monitoring on the National Park Island of salamanca in Colombia.

cocos nucifera
It is the scientific name of the coconut palm or coconut palm and its fruit.  Latin terms mean that he carries nuts, that he
has nuts. 

cocotal
It's a place where coconut palm abounds.  Place where coconut trees abound. 

cocotazo



In Colombia cocotazo is a blow in the coconut ( 41 head; with the knuckles of your fingers.  It also tells calvazo or
noogie.  It is a very dangerous blow, especially when given to children.

cocotear
In Colombia give calvazos or curritas.  Curritear.  Stick with the knuckles of your fingers on the head of another.

cocoyol
Coyol or coyolli can also be used.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means palm tree or also rattle.  It is one of the
common names given in Mexico to a palm tree, also known as corozo, palma espinosa, palma de vino, grugru, totaí.  Its
scientific name is Acrocomia aculeata and it belongs to the Arecaceae family.  

cocóna
The correct term is cocona, or cocona.  It is the name of a fruit similar to the lulo and the same family Solanaceae.  Its
scientific name is Solanum sessiliflorum.  Also in some parts of the Orinoco is called promotion.

cocreta
Croquette.  Both forms, cocreta and croquettes are accepted by the Royal Academy.  The croquette is a dough or frying
usually containing béchamel sauce, bread crumbs, eggs and cheese.  They are often also make stuffed with various
ingredients, such as for example, tuna, beef or chicken.  They are characterized for being crunchy.

coctelear
It means mixing spirits harmoniously and pleasantly.  Prepare cocktails. 

coctelería
Relative to cocktails.  Place where they prepare and sell cocktails.  Art of mixing liquors or drinks in a pleasant and
appropriate way.  Mixology. 

cocteles puputov
" Weapons " used by the Venezuelan opposition people in imitation of Molotov cocktails. This time they are bags with
water mixed with feces throwing him to the guard and the collective.

cocula
Cocula is a Mexican town in the State of Jalisco.  Its name is derived from the term Nahuatl Cocollán, meaning " 34
wavy place;.  It is known as " The Home World of the Mariachi ".

cocuyos
In Colombia under a vehicle lights.  Taillights from a motorcycle or auto.   In Colombia we say indigenous or cucuyus in
a class of insects bioluminescent beetles, which produce light as fireflies.  they belong to the family Elateridae.  They are
also called bugs, saltapericos, cocubanos, taca-tacas, copechis, achones, carbuncos.  They belong to the genus
Pyrophorus and the scientific name for the most common species is Pyrophorus noctilucus.

cod
It is the code abbreviation.



codaste
Extreme piece of the stern of a ship.  It can be wood or iron.  It can serve as a turn bracket at the helm. 

codazo
Hit with one elbow.  Increased elbow.  Lack of disqualification in many contact sports such as football and basketball. 

codependencia
Codependency is a psychological condition in which a person manifests an excessive, and often inappropriate,
concerned by the difficulties of someone else or a group of people or community.

codeso
it is one of the common names of a plant in the Fabaceae family.  It is also known as broom, broom, broom, cambron,
retamo.  Its scientific name is Adenocarpus complicatus.  

codesos
Plural of codeso .  It is one of the common names of a shrub in the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Adenocarpus
complicatus .  It is also known as sweeper, heather, brush, scoop, carpal.

codicioso
In Colombia it means angurrious, greedy, greedy, gripped, ambitious.  Person who wants to grab all the benefits for him
and not share anything.  Selfish.

codillos
Diminutive and plural of elbow .  Part that joins the bones of the leg or arm and forms the elbows.  It's the name of a
typical German dish.  Pig's knuckles.  It is a preparation of elbows usually pork, cooked and roasted; can be
accompanied by peas or potatoes.  It is also often called Hachse, Hechse, Haxe.

codo
Articulation of the upper limb between the arm and the forearm.  Unit of length which was used in ancient times.  Piece
of pipe bent at a right angle.  It is the name of a municipality in the province of Zaragoza in Spain.

codorniz silbadora
It is one of the common quail class names.  It is also called colin singer.  Its scientific name is Dactylortyx thoracicus and
belongs to the new world quail family.

codos
Elbow plural .  In addition to what Alberto said, it is the multiple joint that joins the arm and forearm.  It can also be the
turn or curve of a river or, a type of junction for right-angled tubes (plumbing).  Curves, turns, scrambles, angles.

codón
It can be a triad of nucleotides of an amino acid, in Medicine and in Genetics.  It's known as the triplet of life.  It is also
one of the common names of a plant whose scientific name is Cydonia oblonga of the family Rosaceae.  It is also called
quince, quince, zamboa, gamboa or cacho.  



coe
It is an English surname.  Surname of an athlete who was Olympic champion of medium distances (800 and 1500
meters), called Sebastián Newbold Coe.

coeligena
It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Trochilidae.  They are known as hummingbirds, eagles,
buzzers, three, birds fly, hermit hummingbirds, quinchas or hummingbirds.  It means that it comes from the sky or was
born in the sky.  The Coeligena prunellei is known as the Prince of Arcabuco, a Colombian, emblematic tominejo of the
municipality of Arcabuco in the Department of Boyacá (Colombia) and of which a beautiful stamp was issued.

coelognathus
You mean hard-jawed.   Jaw like a box.  It is a type of snake that lives near the Himalayan mountains.  They're not
poisonous.

coendú
In the southern cone of South America it is a species of hedgehog or porcupine.  It is a species of tree urchin.  It belongs
to the family Erethizontidae and and its scientific name is Coendou prehensilis.   It can be found from Mexico to
Argentina.  

coendúes
The Coendú is one of the names with which the Brazilian porcupine is known.  It is found in Guyana, Venezuela,
Colombia, Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina.  There is a report of Ecuador.  Its scientific name is Coendou prehensilis. 
Coendou is a genus in the family Erethizontidae ( Sea urchins )

coequipero
It means partner, teammate, person who belongs to the same team.  Colleague, collaborator, companion, gregarious.  It
is used mostly in sports slang. 

coerción
It is the action of preventing someone to do things freely, regardless.  It means limiting, pressure, constraint, brake, limit
restriction.

coersitivo
The correct term is coercive, with c.  It means that it produces anxiety or fear.  It imposes a sentence or punishment and
that it must be paid out of obligation.  That it constrains.  That charge or claim, requirement.

coexmar
It is the name of a limited company of Honduras, trading company and exporter of seafood Rodriguez.  COEXMAR is a
Honduran acronym, for a company specialized in seafood.  It is based in Choluteca, Honduras.

cofa
They are wooden platforms that have several tables and placed in the sticks of the boats from bow to stern.  They serve
to ensure candles maneuvers cables and also to have lookouts on observation.

cofán



It is an indigenous people of the Ecuadorian border.  They are also called A'i, Kofan or Kofanes.  This indigenous people
is distributed between the Guamués River in Colombia (departments of Narino and Putumayo) and the Aguarico in
Ecuador (province of Sucumbios you).

coffee
It is not the Spanish language but English language word meaning coffee.  It refers to the drink that is prepared with
ground coffee.

cofia
In Botany is the tip or end of the root.  Conical tissue that protects the end of the root.  Calíptra, hairs.  It is a type of CAP
or headdress of silk, soft fabric or mesh used pata to pick up the hair.  It is also an attachment of rigid fabric which
makes part of the uniform of women, especially of nurses, religious, personal kitchen, waitresses, which is placed on the
head.  Kind of toga or Cap.

cofinanciado
It means that it is financed with the support of several contributors or capitalist partners.  That they sponsor among
several . 

cofrade
A person who is admitted to a town, a council, or a party.  Brother, congregant, colleague, associate.  A person who
belongs to a confraternity or sorority.  Member of a congregation . 

cofradia
The correct term is brotherhood.  It means set of members.  Religious brotherhood, Association of faithful, Guild and
company.

cofradias
brotherhoods is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 brotherhoods; with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It is the
Association or group of the brethren. Association of devout people for a religious purpose. Guild of people for a
particular purpose.

cofradía
It means brotherhood, congregation, guild, company, association, membership, fraternity, union.  A set of people who
are associated with a specific purpose.  Set of Brotherhoods . 

cofre
In Colombia box where the ladies kept the jewels and jewelry.  Jeweler.

cofres
Chest Plural .  Small box that is used to store values or jewelry.  It means ark, box, trunk, jeweler, chest.  Urn or safe.

coger
This is a word that has many meanings in Spanish.  It is synonymous with grab, seize, take, retain, grip, catch, catch,
reach, Hunt, capture, surprise, find, remove, subtract, find, discover, get, get, collapse, acquire.  In Argentina to say
mate, fornicate, copulate, have sex,



coginetes
The correct term is bearings, with j .  Plural bearing .  Derogatory and diminutive of cushion. It is a metal implement that
serves as a shock absorber on an axle and also allows you to rotate.  In Colombia we call them balineras.

cognac
It is the name of a city in France, which belongs to the Department of Charente.  It's also the name of a fine liquor.  In
essence it is a brandy liqueur that is obtained from the distillation of white grape wine.  It is an appellation of origin. 
Cognac. 

cognado
It means similar, similar, similar.  They have the same origin.  In Linguistics is the name given to terms that have the
same etimologic origin, but have different phonetic development.  It is the case of very similar terms, which belong to
different languages, but mean the same.  It is valid for this case, to example the terms house, star, night, water, with
their different translations to other languages (e.g.  star, star, etiole, stella, ster).  In Roman Law, means person who has
a natural kinship with another, especially if it is by ancestry or female descent.

cognitente
It acquires a cognitive sensitivity of its own. 

cognitio
It is a latin term.  According to Roman law, it is the power with which a magistrate is vested.

cogollo
In Colombia it means branch or leaf tender, newborn.  Regrowth, Bud, Bud, branch, Bud, Cocoon button.  Colombia is
also a surname originating in the Department of Córdoba.

cogorza
It means drunkenness, drunkenness, drunkenness.  Liquor consumption condition. 

cogote
Colombia is a way of saying neck, nape of the neck.  Neck, cervix, testuz, Crown, morro.

cogujada
It means he's got a hood or a cupcake.  Name of a lark-like canora avecilla.  It's also called old age.  Its scientific name
is Galerida cristata and belongs to the family Alaudidae. 

cogulla
It is an outer garment used by some religious above the habit. 

cohecho
In Colombia it is a crime that is also known as bribery or corruption.  Offer and receive gifts in order to alter a failure, for
doing or not doing something that is obligatory.  Almost all are involved in users and public officials. 

cohen



Kohen is also used.  He is a priest of great status within Judaism.  The word of Hebrew origin, means priest.  It is also a
surname of Jewish origin.  They are considered direct descendants of Aaron, the brother of Moses.  Kohen Gadol, is
High Priest. 

coherente
It means you act the way you think or think how you act.  You act according to your ideas.  Logical, reasonable, analog,
congruent.

cohesionada
It means united, together, coherently.  Adhered, assembled and linked. 

cohete
It is a vehicle or device of elongated shape that moves at high speeds through the atmosphere or space.  It usually lacks
wings and is powered by solid fuels.  That moves at high speed.  Type of jet engine that does not need air for
combustion.  It is used for transporting satellites, spacecraft or in ballistic missiles.  It is also a type of pyrotechnic game,
with little gunpowder and that produces a rumble when exploding.  Flying.  Missile. 

cohibir
It is the action to prevent a person to feel, behave, or to speak with freedom or naturalness.  It is synonymous with
restrict, limit, restrict, restrain, suppress.

cohoba
Name of a ritual of the Arahuaca or Taína culture, to invoke or consult a spirit ( Cemi ).  Inhale or suck hallucinogenic
substances in rituals.  In many writings it is associated with tobacco or yopo. 

cohombro del diablo
It is one of the common names of a plant of the family Cucurbitaceae.  It is characterized by being the only one in the
family not have tendrils.  Its scientific name is Ecballium elaterium.  It is also the common names of spicy balsam, bitter
cohombrillo, pickle of the devil, elaterio, chumbuti, smelly cultivated.

cohombros
Cucumbers cucumbers cucumbers are the fruits of the plant of the same name.  Its scientific name is Cucumis sativus
and Cucurbitaceae plant.  Known also as cucumbers.  The fruits are cylindrical and elongated, very similar to a penis.

cohorte
It means set of individuals or people, population, grouping.  It usually refers to a group of people who are part of a study,
most often epidemiological in nature, but that may well be for other kinds of research. 

coima
In Colombia it can mean in a derogatory way maid, service girl.  It can also mean concubine, a woman who lives with a
married man.  Also in Colombia it is the same as bribery, gift, money that is given to an official to do something illegal. 
Smeeled, bitten.  In our country it is a crime and it is called bribery. 

coimetrofobias
It means panic to cemeteries, to graves or crypts and in general to death. 



cois
In Colombia it is an acronym.  In Bogota, the COIS are the Guidance and Information Centers of the Ministry of Health.

coito
It means complete sexual intercourse.  Copulation.  Fornication, mating, concubitus. 

coito interrumpido
It is a little effective way to prevent pregnancy, which consists of removing the penis before ejaculating.  Suspension of
the sexual act.

cojedes
You cojedes is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Cojedes; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The
correct term is 40 Cojedes; own name ).  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is San Carlos.  Cojedes
is a word of Caribbean language meaning town of the pottery, village of ceramists.

cojiba
Cohiba is also used.  It's the name of the rolled tobacco leaves.  Tobacco leaf roll. 

cojinete
It is a metal implement that serves as a shock absorber on an axle and also allows you to rotate.  In Colombia we call
them balineras, chumaceras, bearings or rhoachinas.

cojín
Padded cloth bag filled with cotton.  It is a type of pad, which is used for sitting or kneeling.  Pillow, cushion, head,
bearing.

cojoncillo
Diminutive of cushion .  It is another way of calling the mamoncillo .  They also call it guaya or huaya.  It is the name of a
tree and its fruits.  The scientific name of the tree is Melicoccus bijugatus and belongs to the Sapindaceae family.  It is
also known as mamón, anoncillo, mojón, maco, chupalotes, guaretones, mamalón, chupones, güevillos, guayo,
limoncillo. 

cojondongo
It is the name of a typical summer dish in the province of Badajoz, in Spain (Extremadura). 

cojonudo
In Colombia is used to designate a person who is not afraid of anything.  Person with cojones, brave, daring, boar,
berreondo, which has much honor, bold, decided.

cojoyo
It means it causes anger or moletia.  It means annoying, tired, annoying, uncomfortable.

cojón
It means strength, vigor, courage, fierceness, dynamism.  It can also be considered synonymous with testicle, male



gonad. 

cola
In Colombia it means row, row, training carried out by shifts of arrival, to receive care in any dependencies.  Colloquially
buttocks, tail, back.  It is also a type of glue used in carpentry.  Rubber.  It is also used as a synonym for soda, soda, soft
drink.  Tail is also a type of simple hairstyle, used by women or men with long hair.

colabore
Demand for assistance or participation in something in which assistance is required.  Turning to collaborate.  It means
acting simultaneously with others in the same activity or to achieve the same goal.  Cooperate, contribute, assist,
support, help, partnering.

colache
In Mexico is the name of a typical dish from the States of Sinaloa, Sonora, lower California and Jalisco.  It is a pumpkin
stew and spicy.  Kolache ( k ) It is a cake applesauce or sweet filling.

colactáneo
Literally milk brother.  Breastfed by the same mother.  It means that you have the same blood or the same parents or
ancestors.  That he has consanguinity.  Of great family affinity.  Siblings, relatives, or very close relatives (e.g. double
cousins).  Familiar, relative. 

colada volcánica
it is a way of calling lava or incandescent volcanic flaccid. 

colador
In Colombia it is the same as sieve, sieve, shale, screen or sieve.  Bit of kitchen used to separate solids from liquids.

colage
It is a pictorial technique that consists of composing a plastic work by joining images, fragments, objects and materials
from different origins.  Glue pieces or fragments of various materials, giving it an artistic touch.  It is a term of French
origin (Collage). 

colagogo
It is a type of drug, chemical or natural that facilitates the expulsion of bile.  Medication used to remove bile and to
discharge the gallbladder.  Vesicular drainer.

colao
Name of a Dominican film directed by Frank Perozo.  In Colombia colado or colao is the person who does not respect
the line and who intends to be attended promptly without respecting those who have preceded him in arriving. 

colapso
In medicine it is a faint or fading suffering a patient with heart problems.  Fall of a structure or total destruction.  Ruin. 
Paralysis or flow or the mobility of something closely (vehicles, people, banking, internet, etc.  )  .  Inflection of
collapsing, which means stop, halt, fall, faint, break or shatter.



colapsos
In Medicine it means fainting or momentary fainting that a patient with heart problems suffers.  Plural collapse .  Total
destruction or fall of a structure.  Ruins.  Paralysis or stop of the flow or mobility of something (vehicles, people, banking
transactions, internet, etc.  )  .  Inflection of collapse, which means to stop, paralyze, fall, faint, break or break.

colat
COLAT, in Peru, is the permanent National Committee on tobacco control.  It is an entity of licro fighting tobacco use in
this country.

colata
It is not a term of the Spanish language, but Italian. It means casting, thick liquid, soup ( not of food but of thick,
entrapado ) molten, fluid, merged, mixed, melted, au gratin. Note, it is possible that they ask about stock, whereas the
wooden part of a firearm, back into the bedroom. In Colombia we also tell grip.

colateral
It means that they accompany, that they go alongside.  They are located on the sides.  They go in parallel.  It can also
mean that it is a consequence of something.  That you are not a direct line relative.  In a church or temple, a nave that is
located on either side of the main nave. 

colaterales
Plural of collateral .  It means that they accompany, that they go to the side.  Which are located on the sides.  They go in
parallel.  It can also mean that they are a consequence of something. 

colavotativo
colavotativo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Collaborative" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
collaborative.  Work that involves the collaboration of all members of a group or a team.  In Colombia we use more
terms, collective or participatory.  Cooperative, coordinated.  Intentional processes of a group looking for targets or
specific achievements.  Group or team work.

colay
In Barcelona it is the name of a company and shops, specialized in the trade of precious stones and jewelry in general.

colcannon
It is a typical dish from Scotland and Ireland, very simple and common name.  It is basically a potato puree that is added
chopped cabbage, butter, salt or pepper.

colcha
In Colombia quilt is a blanket made from shreds of cloth or rags.  The specialty of the grandmothers was dressmakers or
seamstresses to recycle pieces of cloth that was left them made-up costumes.  A feature of these blankets is that they're
very much, because many seams they are thick.  By extension, it is said to quilt mean made of several pieces, built with
a variety of materials.  Plurality, diversity, complexity, meeting, mixing, heterogeneity, multiplicity, variety.

colchas
In Colombia thick blankets, thick blankets.  Plural quilt .



colchicina
It is a natural chemical substance, alkaloid type, which is extracted from a plant known as cholquic, mataperros, autumn
cholquic, autumn crocus, autumn narcissus, snack remover, montés onion, matacán, villorita, bastard saffron or wild
saffron.  Its scientific name is Colchicum autumnale, which belongs to the genus Colchicum and the family
Colchicaceae.  Chemically it is formed by biosynthesis from phenylamine and tyrosine.  It is a toxic substance, with
medicinal uses. 

coleador
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains, practitioner of Coleus, sport indigenous consisting of topple the bulls
or steers holding them by the tail and running behind them on horseback.

colear
It is the action of bringing down a bull, a rider mounted on horseback, grasping or pulling it by the tail.  Interestingly not
be mistreated the animal.  It is an indigenous sport of the Llanos examining.  Like El Llanero colear livestock in the open
savannah or a manga de coleo.

coleca
I think they're asking about cuse.  if so, it is the name of a Spanish cake that also contains chorizo and boiled egg.  It is
very traditional in Alvega, Province of Soria, during the festivities of St. Mark.  Nearby, in Borobia is a kind of empanada
and in Borja is a sweet bun, with 2 boiled eggs.  In other parts of Spain, culeca is something to eat but prepared in
different ways.  In Colombia culeca or clueca is the hen that is raising chicks.

colecho
It is a very common practice in many parts of the world and consists of sharing the bed parents with their babies during
sleep.

colecinético
It means that it facilitates or facilitates the movement of the colon, which improves digestion.

colega
In Colombia, we use the term colleague, to nominate a person who has our profession or who plays our same trade.  A
person who runs our same activity.  It can also mean companion, comrade, friend.

colegaje
It means solidarity or mutual help between colleagues.  Collaboration and help between persons who practice the same
profession or profession.  Fellowship.

colegial
Relating to the school .  It also means student, student, school. 

colegiala
Student girl.  Girl who attends school.  Name of a very popular Colombian tropical song.  His most famous version is of
Rodolfo Aicardi and the Hispanics. 

colenicui



It's the same Louisiana quail.  They live in numerous flocks.

coleo
It is a native sport of the examining Plains, consisting of launch a bull on the run by a manga de coleo and a rider behind
tries to reach him and overthrow him, just by holding it by the tail.  Although the beef can give several turns on its
backbone, very rarely is injured.  Currently practiced in other countries such as Brazil, Mexico and Costa Rica.

coleoquetáceas
It is the Spanishization of the term Coleochaetaceae, which is the name of a family of very small green algae that
appear on the stems, branches or bodies submerged in freshwater.  They are of the Ulotrichal Order.

coleoquetáceas
It is the Spanishization of the term Coleochaetaceae, which is the name of a family of very small green algae that
appear on the stems, branches or bodies submerged in freshwater.  They are of the Ulotrichal Order.

colerético
It is a type of medication that is used in order to stimulate the production of bile in liver cells. 

colerico
The right thing is choleric with tilde .  He wants to say that he acts with anger, that he acts with fury, that he is very
angry.  It may mean that you act with frenzy.  That shows exaltation or excitement and is affected by temper.  Agitated,
delirious, energetic, exalted, furious, feverish, passionate, ardent, excited. 

coleros
In Colombia it means ending in a competition in the last places.  They are located in the queue or at the end of a row or
listing.

colesterol
It is a waxy substance found in all cells in the body.  Name of a natural fat or lipid that is had in the body.  In medicine
and hematology, it is a parameter that measures the amount of lipids in the blood. 

colet
In Peru, is a League or elastic cord to hold the hair.  Band, monkey, bamba.

coleta
Lock of hair, usually tied with a ribbon.  In Colombia it means bad loser.  person (or woman) who holds a grudge against
someone who has cleanly defeated her.  Resentful, vengeful, disgusted, rabid, spiteful.  It also means that it has large
tail, nalgona, caderona, culona.  Name of a small Bay and a Punta on the coast of Urabá Chocoano, in Colombia. 
Object that the bullfighter uses to hold the montera and that looks like a bun.  Diminutive and derogatory tail .  Small tail .

coletas
Plural of pigtail .  Diminutive and derogatory tail .  A strand of hair that is tied with a conta or with an elastic conta or pin. 
Hair wrapped in a ribbon worn by bullfighters. 



coletazo
It means hit with the tail.  It's also a way of calling something a side effect.  Repercution, consequence. 

coletina
It's a way to call a nun who belongs to the Clarisa community, Barefoot Clarisas or Poor Clarisas.  They are followers of
the Order of St. Clare who adopted the reform of Saint Coleta de Corbie (or Collette Boilet).  They are nuns of rigorous
closure. 

coleto
In Colombia and especially in the Tolima means bad loser, person who grudge by a defeat in any circumstance,
especially in sports.  Vengeful, envious.  Rabón.

colédoco
It is the name of the duct that carries bile.  Duct that connects the gallbladder and liver the duodenum, is comprised of
the hepatic and cystic ducts.  It is a term used in medicine and anatomy.

colérica
Affected with much anger, it means that it is suffering from cholera, which is furious, raging, furious, violent, angry.

colérico
You want to say with great anger.  It is synonymous with rabid, furious, bravo, angry, violent, furious.

colgante
It means slope, which hangs, which hangs.  It's also a way to call an earring. 

colgar de las pestañas
The exact thing is "hanging from the lashes".  In Colombia it means reaching an extreme degree of hopelessing or
anger.  Fury, anger, rage.

colgar el hábito
As a colloquial expression it means to die, to die.  It is also used in Colombia to hang the guayo or hang the guayos.  In
street language, give up, stop doing, rest or stop working. 

colgarse
In Colombia it means falling behind in payments, enter mora.  It also hold with force, supporting the full weight of the
body.  Hang themselves, cling, cling, climb.

colibrí
Colombia is one of the common names we have the chupaflor, tominejo, hummingbirds, buzzers, three, hermits,
hummingbirds, quinchas or bird fly.  It is a very small bird with a very long and thin, peak feeding on nectar from the
flowers.  You can hold it in the air and go back in the same.  Shake its wings to fly at amazing speeds.  Hummingbird is
also the taxonomic genus to which it belongs.  They belong to the family Trochilidae.  They are from America.

colicosío



Person who suffers from constipation .  Styptic .  It is also a colloquial way of referring to a very miserly, stingy, mean,
roñoso parsona. 

coliderato
It means shared leadership.  That there are two leaders.  Rare sporting situation in which there are two leaders who
share the honor of the first on an equal footing. 

colido
I colido is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Colic" being its meaning:<br>I think that the question is colic.
Colic is usually a severe pain in the abdomen or belly. Spasm, kink, I retorcijo.

colidomatosis
colidomatosis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Condilomatosis" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
Condilomatosis. It is a medical term to define the existence of a Condyloma genital. A Condyloma, from the Greek
Kompos, kondos ( knot ) refers to an infection of the genitals. There are two types Condyloma: Condyloma acuminata or
genital wart and Condyloma lata secondary syphilis-related.

colifeo
The correct term is corypheus.  Person who directed the choirs in the old theater.  Chorister.  Etymologically it derives
from the Greek and means tip of the head.  Group of dancers. 

coliflor
It is a plant variety of huerta, whose scientific name is Brassica oleracea in the Brassicaceae family.  Other varieties of
the plant are broccoli, cabbage from Brussels, other sprouts and cabbage.  The white inflorescence, also called curd is
consumed.

coliformes
In Ecology and Limnology they are a type of bacteria that reflect water pollution.  It is an indicator of the presence of
fecal matter in water, as these bacteria live regularly in the intestines of animals and humans.  Its presence in water or
food causes diarrhea.

colilla
Diminutive of tail .  Rest of the tobacco.  Tip, end, pucho.  Part of the tobacco or cigarette that is not smoked and
despised. 

colimba
Colombia service is a village in the municipality of Guachucal, Department of Nariño, also is a quick way of saying "Run,
clean and bar", frequent order given to recruits or soldiers of mandatory military service.  Recruit, soldier.

colimocho
It means mocha or trimmed tail.

colin
Colin is more suitable.  It is a way of calling the grissini or grisín in Spain.  It's the same as grisin, pico or breadstick.  In
Colombia and Cuba we call them palitroque.  They are breadsticks or sometimes have wavy and elongated shapes. 



They come in a variety of flavors and are used as appetizers.  This term is of Italian origin and is used more in
Argentina. 

colina
In Colombia is a small hill.  Ripple in the field.  Low mountain.  It is also a surname of Italian origin.  The name of a
neighborhood in Bogota.

colincicatamex
It is a trap that we make people without nursing: mark words in a text and combine them to make us believe that they
are the words of our language and wasting valuable time. In this case, the full text says memory Foundation Salvador
Sanchez Colin CICATAMEX S.C. Coatepec. As you can see joined Colin and CICATAMEX.

colinegro
It is a variety of quetzal, own of the Colombian Andes, its scientific name Pharomachrus auriceps and belongs to the
family Trogonidae.  Its scientific name means long robe and Golden-headed.  It means that it has black tail.

colinerio
Clustered hills series.  Land that is covered with several hills of low altitude.  Lomerío.

colinérgico
In medicine it is the drug that is used to activate or stimulate the parasympathetic nervous system.  They tend to
generate addiction and are also poisonous.  They activate the production of phospholipids, especially the Hill.

colino
In Colombia it is a regrowth of the banana plant.  A person who uses hallucinogens, especially marijuana.  Also
colloquially, a person who is a bad loser, spiteful and vengeful. 

colinus
It is a term from Greek origin meaning quail.  It is the name of a genus of small birds in the new world quail family. 
Brings together partridges, quail or crestudos bread.

colipato
It means tail stop or lifted.  Colepato is also used.  In Colombia it is a way to call a vehicle model corresponding to the
Mazda 323.  It is also said this way to the person who has levated or pronounced buttocks. 

coliridianos
It was a sect of heretical Catholics, followers of St. Epiphanius.  They worshipped the Virgin Mary as a deity. 

colitejas
Plural coliteja .  It is a variety of pigeon that has its tail in a crazy or crazy shape, like that of a tile.

colitemblón
It is a small rodent related to squirrels.  Its scientific name is Spermophilus squirrel and belongs to the family Sciuridae. 
He is called so by repeated vibration of their tails when they are excited or nervous ( A habit that also have squirrels ).  It



has gray or dark gray color.  It also receives other common names such as ground squirrel, ground squirrel of the
Balsas, Cuinique, conabio.  It is an endemic species of Mexico.

colitis
It is a condition of the colon and is characterized by inflammation of the same and strong headaches.

colín
It's a male name of Irish origin and means strong as a bear.  It's also a way to call it a long knife or a machete.

coll
It is a surname of Catalan origin.  It means hill or step between hills.  Surname of a Colombian football player and who is
the only one who has converted an Olympic goal into a World Cup.  His name was Marco Tulio Cool Tesillo and he was
better known as Marcos Coll. 

colla
Colla is incorrectly written and it should be written as Colla ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning: the correct term is Colla
( it is proper name ).  Amerindian village and his Kingdom, Tihuanaco.  They inhabited the Highlands of Bolivia, Chile
and Argentina.  Previous to the Inca conquest.  Colla is also the name of a plant and its flower, native to Chile, with
scientific name Adesmia Balsamic and belonging to the Fabaceae family.  Colla or Colla castells is a group of young
people that make human towers in Spain, ( 41 Catalonia;.  It is also a surname of an Italian botanist ( Luigi Aloysius
Colla ) and an Argentine Botany ( Silvia Colla ).

colladía
It is a place full of hills.  Lomerio, hills.  A site presenting various elevations of the land, but low height.

collar
Relative to the neck, which belongs to the neck.  Girdle.  An ornamental strap or accessory that is placed on the neck. 
Strap that fits on the neck to animals.  Decorative accessory of beads or stones worn by women on the neck. 

collarejos
In Colombia was a derogatory way of referring to the members of the conservative party.  Collared is told to a palomo
wild blue hues.

collarón
Collera, colleron, big shot animal colla.  Neck thick leather and stuffed with straw or fabric that is placed to draught
animals.

collaz
The correct term can be kollas, collas or even coyas.  It is the name of an Argentine ania that is distributed in the
northwest of the country, in the Provinces of Salta, Jujuy and Catamarca.  They also exist in northern Chile.  In some
parts of Bolivia, the term is used to refer to persons who are born or settled in the highlands.

colleja
Blow that is given in the neck with the palm of the hand.  Relative to the neck or placed on it. 



collejas
They are or belong to the neck.  Tendons or nerves in the neck of rams and other animals.

collera
Part of a rig that is placed in the neck of the beast to distribute the weight of the load, with the shoulders.  Necklace. 
Relative to the neck.  That is, or is put on the neck.  Twin shirt or sobrecuello.  It is also a type of chain that imposed
several prisoners joined together and had a ring to the neck of each of them.  Leather rig for joining a team by the neck.

collerón
Thick and sometimes orlado collar, which adorns the reins of a ride and is placed on the neck of the horse. 

colliberts
Name that was given to a very small, warrior and miserable village that was relegated to the marshes of the border
between France and Spain in the 11TH century.  They engaged in fishing, Vivián in their boats and supplied the fish to
the monasteries.  They were also called Cagots.  The Latin word means collectors, gatherers.

collo
Among the Incas, it was a measure of capacity, used to measure grains.  It was equivalent to a bowl or a cup (it was
what fit in a bowl made with a dried pumpkin).  Word of the Italian language, which means neck. 

collona
It means cowardly, scary, fearful.  It can also mean silly.

collota
In Geography is the name of a mountain in Peru, it is almost 4200 meters high and is north of the Cordillera Blanca de
Los Andes, in the Ancash region.  It is also the name of a village in that same Region, as well as that of a river.  It's also
a way to call the boulder there.

collón
It means fearful, fearful, cowardly, pusillanimous.  Loose. 

colmatar
Fill with sediment.  It means to fill a hollow, crack, or depression in the ground through sedimentation of material
transported by water.  It means filling, saturate.  cramming, fill.

colmena
It is the nest or dwelling of a colony of bees.  Diaper.

colmenar
Beekeeping farm.  Place where there are hives or honeycombs of bees as a crop.  It is the name of a Spanish
municipality, in the province of Malaga (Andalusia).  There are several people called Colmenar in Spain, but they have
compound nouns (Colmenar Viejo, Colmenar de La Sierra, Colmenar del Arroyo, etc).

colmillos



Plural tusk.  Name given to canine teeth.  Very pointed teeth that serve to tear, typical of carnivorous animals.  Name of
a movie.

colmo
It is an inflection of colmar.  It means filling, saturate, stuffing, mobbing, cramming.  It stands out or exceeded.  It also
means, excess, culmen, cima, maximum, abuse and last straw.

colobo
It is a garment similar to a robe.  It is loose and usually lacks sleeves. 

colobos
Plural of colobus .  It is a garment similar to a tunic.  It is loose and usually lacks sleeves.  It is also a kind of ape
(colobus).  African tree hairy monkey .  

coloca
In Colombia in a colloquial way work, trade.  Inflection of placing, which means locating, ordering, positioning,
depositing, arranging, accommodating. 

colocho
Way to call the Colombian people in Peru.  Colocho means hair ripple, crespo, curl.

coloco
It is a turning place. It means locating with care, put, place, deposit, accommodate, sort, have, locate, install, adjust,
arrange, align, fit, meter, framing.

colocolo
It is a term of Mapuche origin.  Name of a cat, also known as Prairie cat (Leopardus colocolo).  The name of the first
Chilean ship that arrived in Easter Island.  The name of a leader of the Mapuche people.  Name of a Chilean football
team.

colocolos
Plural de colocolo .  It is one of the common names of the cat montés, pampa cat or cat of the pajonales.  Its scientific
name is Leopardus colocolo and belongs to the family Felidae.

colocon
The correct term is buzz.  Way to call someone affected by drunkenness (physically and mentally).  In Colombia we say
lost, led, pigheadedness, pro-European, Myhotcomments.  Person who cannot be sustained in foot or understand the qu
is told by drunkenness.  Liquorish, fortified, idiotizado by the drink.

colocóse
tailoring is incorrectly written and should be written as tailoring ( it does not have tilde ).  being its meaning: the correct
term is tailoring ( does tilde ).  It is an inflection of stand.  It means placed, arranged, settle, sit, sit.

colodra



It means bowl, coca, zapita, small wooden vessel used to collect milk in the milking of goats.  Cup. 

colodros
In ancient times they were wooden shoes, Clogs.

colofón
It means final or end of a text or writing.  Note or picture to finish something.  Top, end, conclusion, comment,
embellishment, adding.

colombina
In Colombia is a well-known brand of sweets and treats.  In Colombia we also say Columbine to a sweet which is at the
end of a wooden or plastic stick.  It is a synonym of lollipop, chocolate.  We also say Columbine to the chicken leg. 
Finally, colombina is the feminine of Columbian.  You say Columbian to a purple eye tracker.  Concerning Christopher
Columbus.

colombinas
Plural of Columbian .  In Colombia it is a sweet stick, which is also called chocolate.  Another way to call them is pacifier,
lollipop, paddle.  They usually have fruit flavors. 

colombo
Original Italian surname of Christopher Columbus (His original name was Cristoforo Colombo).   Name of the capital of
Sri Lanka, a country in South Asia.  It is also a prefix to indicate relationship with Colombia (country of South America). 
In some parts it is a way of calling an elongated and curved pumpkin. 

colombroño
It means that he has the same name and surname, without being relatives.  Namesake, namesake. 

colomo
It is one of the common names of an edible tuber plant.  It is also called taro, malanga, ocumo, kalo, cará.  Its scientific
name is Colocasia esculenta and it belongs to the Araceae family. 

colones
Plural of Columbus .  Name of the monetary unit of Costa Rica .   ( For John: it is clarified that the currency of Panama is
the Balboa or the Dollar).  In Colombia, it means that they have long or large tail.

colonés
It means native to Cologne, the city of Germany.  Resident in Cologne or related to Cologne .  Those who are natives of
Columbus are told Colonenses. 

colonia
Aromarized liquid that is used to make frictions or massages on the skin or hair.  In Colombia lotion or perfume for men. 
In Mexico it is a territorial and administrative division within a city and equivalent to neighborhood .  Territory that is
located distant from a country, but that is administratively managed by it.  English name of a German city ( Köln ). 
Settlement in a place outside their place of origin of several people with their own customs and ideologies or similar. 
settlement.  Group of people who live in a place different from their country of origin but who retain their customs,



language and traditions. 

coloño
It is a basket or container usually woven.  Bale or bundle of firewood.  Armful of wood.

color adobe
In Colombia, adobe is a building element, made of pressed cement.  Obviously you give a light gray color, therefore an
adobe color, it is that, light gray.  It is a term used among masters of construction.

color bronce
Color industrially obtained by combining copper and Tin. Tanning. Coppery, reddish in colour. Glowing. Blushed.

color con j
It is Jade. It is a how blanched green color.

color granate
It refers to the shades of color next to the dark red. A color that has the same name, Garnet gemstone. It is presumed
that it comes from latin Punica, which means dark red. It is possible that this name the color, will be determined to allude
to color that are the seeds of the fruit of the pomegranate (Punica granatum) or dye extracted from European cochineal
(Dactylopius coccus), which has as other common names of cochineal Carmine or cochineal grana.

color junquillo
The color jonquil is a strong and clear yellow color.  Named for the flowers of the plant of jonquil (Narcissus jonquilla of
family Amaryllidaceae).

color mamey
In Dominican Republic called Mamey color to orange color, it is assumed that by the similarity of this color of the fruit of
the American Mammea ( Mamey or yellow Mamey, of Cartagena or Guacayarima ).

color que empiece con la letra k
So desire, I remember kaki and kalua, which may be considered light brown colors, light brown or as we commonly say
in Colombia: coffee with milk.

color que enpiese con j
There are two colors with j: Jasper ( or Marbled ) and Jade. In key specifically are a light green fade. Green blanched
grass. In the case of Jade is almost that constant hue, while the marbled has some reddish color splash. Both are
minerals that are found in nature.

coloraditos
See turicatas.  The coloraditos are a class of mites known as ticks or turicatas that affect pets and even humans.  They
light up in the pasture or stubble.  Its scientific name is Ornithodoros turicata, Argasidae family mite.  Typhus and fever
much produce the scab, sometimes.  Turicatas, themselves, yayas, ticks, garrapaticas.

colorado



Colorado it is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Colorado; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>It means
red, reddish, color banding, blushing.  It is also the name of a State of the United States, the name of a river and the one
cannon on the same river.

coloratura
It refers the the different shades of colors or the intensity of them. Range of colors. Amplitude of the colorimeter. In
music, the term is also used to refer to the different voices and tones of voice that exist. Colors of the spectrum that
reflects the light.

colores con la j
Some colors with j are jade, marbled, jasmine, Jasper, jaspon and jonquil.

colores pastel
It means colors of soft tones, of shades without shine.  Dim colors.

colores primarios
They are the basic colors, which do not result from combinations.  They're yellow.  blue and red.

colorete
The Colombia is a way of calling the lipstick or lip.  Cosmetic from red for the lips.

coloretes
Plural bluse.  Color derogatory .  In Colombia blush, it is the same as lipstick (the cosmetic used on the lips by women). 
Lipsticks, lipsticks.  It is clarified that in Mexico and other countries it is said to color an element of makeup that is used
in cheekbones and to which in Colombia we call powders or blush (blushing). 

colorín
It means striking color, showy color.  Attractive for the color.  It is also one of the common names of a small songbird,
which is popularly known as goldfinch.  Person with red hair.  First of the seven words that end a children's story
(Colorín, colorado, this story is over.  .  .  .  .  ) 

colosal
It means very big giant. 

colosales
It means very big, gigantic, massive. 

coloso
Big, gigantic.  It can mean cyclops, titan, giant, huge, immense, huge.  Very large person or character with a lot of
strength. Samson, hercules.  Effigy or large statue.

colosó
It is the name of a town and municipality in the Sucre Department, Colombia.  Name of a warrior chieftain of the Finzenú
ethnic group in the eighteenth century.  Her full name was Onne Colosó. 



colostomia
colostomy is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Colostomy" being its meaning:<br>It is a surgical procedure
that opens a hole in the large intestine and the stool of the patient drain through a hose into a bag outside the abdomen.

coloyo
It is a town and municipality in the Tolima Department, Colombia.  It is also called Brisas de Coloyo or Coloya and is
very famous for a sanctuary that exists there.  It belongs to the municipality of Lleida.  It is a way of calling the tree of
totumo, pumpkin or güiro (scientific name Crescentia cujete of the family Bignoniaceae). 

colón
Outside of the Admiral's surname and the tributes referred to by Furoya, Colón is the name of a city in Panama, a
famous theater of Bogotá.  For colombian columbus, it is a very long tail animal, very large tail.  Also in Colombia means
bad loser, person who never accepts that he was defeated was in franca lid.  We also say in that sense a rabbi or
ponytail.  Defeated to demete his victor.

colpa
It is known also as the 5s methodology: Sieri, seiton, seiso, seiketsu and shitsuke.  They are Japanese words that mean
order classify, sort, clean, prevent and autodisciplinar.  It is a method or strategy to improve the quality of life.

colpofobias
It is the phobia or aversion to the female genitalia.  Dislike for the genitals. 

colpoptosis
Condition in the vagina consisting of its fall on the abdominal wall.  Prolapse or protrusion of the vagina.  It occurs in
older women who have had several children. 

colquicinas
They are alkaloids quite dangerous to use in pregnant women, as it has found that they are teratogenic ( they generate
abnormal tissues-deformities in fetuses ). This alkaloid is used to drop and dermatitis treatments.  It is located in the
plants of the genus Colchicum, known as Crocus or meadow saffron.  .

coltán
It is the name of a natural rock composed basically of columbita and tantalite in various proportions.  Columbita is a
Niobium oxide and tantalite is tantalum oxide and both have Iron and Manganese.  The word is formed with the
contraction in three letters of each mineral (iron oxides and manganese).  It is a rock for the manufacture of electronic
devices.  In Colombia it is illegally extracted and exported by the guerrillas. 

coluber
It's a Latin word meaning snake, snake.  It is the name of a genus of snakes belonging to the family Colubridae.  It is
found in Central America and Colombia, Africa, India, and the Middle East.  They are known as runners, squeaks or
chirrionas.

coludir
It means making an unlawful pact to harm another.  Committing collusion .  It is the action to agree, agree, agree
something underground or clandestinely between several people, in order to deceive or harm a third party.  Agreement,
treaty or contract that is made with the intention of defrauding or harming.  Align, warp, plot, machine. 



columba
It is a word in latin which means Dove, which in its vezproviene from a Greek word meaning diver, swimming, dive
(kolymbos).  It is the name of a genus of birds comprising medium-sized pigeons.  It is the name of a constellation,
located south of Canis Major and Lepus (the great Hunter and La Liebre).  It is also used as a female name.

columbinas
It means relative to pigeons.  They relate to the subfamily Columbinae, which belongs to the family Columbidae.  They're
columbinos.  Columbinae is the subfamily that brings together the most pigeon genera.  This subfamily discards the
ducula (subfamilyTreroninae), the diduncles or manumeas ( Subfamily Didunculinae ), the didinos, which were already
extinct ( Subfamily Raphinae ), the gurinos ( subfamily Gourinae ) and the otidifas or bino doves ( family Otidiphabinae ).

columbinos
It means relative to pigeons.  It has characteristics similar to those of pigeons.  related to the genus Columba, which
means pigeon. 

columbrar
It means watching, watching carefully, looking very carefully, otear, birding.

columna
It means pillar, strut, stand, base, support, bra, protection.  It can also mean row, line, row, troop, caravan, formation.

columnata
A set of columns that support or adorn a building.  A series of columns located at the entrance to a building.  Main
access or entrance of a building.  It means portico, portal, entrance.  It can also mean atrium, porch.  

coluro
It is the name given to the main meridians of the globe.  One passes through the poles and equinoxes and the other
through the poles and the solstices.

colusion
The correct term is collusion, with tilde. It is a commercial crime where by which several suppliers agree to place similar
and high prices to benefit each other in the market and harm buyers or users.  Form posters between suppliers.  It also
occurs when the agreement is between several proponents of a tender.  Action and effect of colluding, which means to
agree, agree. 

colusión
It is the action or effect of colluding, which means to agree, agree, agree in an underground or clandestine way between
several people, in order to deceive or harm a third party.  Agreement, treaty or contract that is made with the intention of
defrauding or harming. 

colvene
It's a Colombian-Venezuelan apocope.  Union of Colombia and Venezuela.  It is the name of a furniture company in
Maicao, Guajira. 

colvenes



In Colombia, is a company of the sector logistics transport of merchandise and Messaging.  It has headquarters in
Bogota.

colza
It's the name of a plant, which is a variety of cabbage.  It is also known as canola or raps.  Its scientific name is Brassica
rapa , oleracea variety.  A special oil is extracted from it. 

comacina
It is the name of a small island located in Lake Como, in Italy.  It is the name of an asteroid (489). 

comahuetherium
It means Beast of Comahue (Name of a region in the center of Argntina-Neuquén).  The Comahuetherium lived in the
early Miocene.

comal
It is a word of Nahuatl origin.  It refers to a kitchen utensil.  which is used as a cooking iron.  The name of a county in the
United States, belonging to the State of Texas. 

comal de roña
The Comal is a vessel originally mud, but it is now common to metal or foil used for tortillas roast.  They are similar to a
tray, Pan or bowl.  The griddle of rona is a griddle or pan that has grooves or slots on its base to prevent the tortillas
from sticking to be roasted.

comandada
You mean tidy.  Arranged or ordered in a command.

comarcal
Which is from a region, related to a shire.  Administrative system and Territorial political division established by regions.

comayagua
In Honduras it is the name of a Department (formerly also a Police Station and Province) and a municipality.  In the
Lenca language it means "Wasteland of abundant water".  It is also called La Antañona, due to its antiquity. 

comayaguense
It means native of Comayagua, which is the name of a City and a Department of Honduras.  Related to Comayagua or
related to Comayagua . 

comayagüense
Native of Camayagua in Honduras.  concerning Camayagua . 

comba
Curved bodies to twist or bend.  Concavity, convexity.  Game consistent jumping on a rope that is beaten by their ends. 
Loop jump



combado
In Colombia it means buckling, curved, bent, crooked, corvo, arched, derengade.  It is also a term used in Architecture
which means curved nerve that links the keys of a cross vault. 

combados
In Colombia it means buckling, curved, bent, crooked, corvos, arched, derengados.  Plural of combado .  In Architecture
is the curved nerve that links the keys of a cross vault. 

comban
It is an inflection of SAG.  It means twisting, misalign, bow, bending, buckling, abarquillar, warp, quillar, lose the
righteousness or the straight line.

combates
It means encounters, clashes, fights, fights, fights, battles, hostilities, scuffles.  Confrontation between two fighters,
clash.

combensionalismo
combensionalismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Conventionalism." being its meaning:<br>The correct
word is Conventionalism. It is a frame of reference for a community. It is the tendency to accept as true and allowed,
everything I use by custom, or servitude is popular and common to the entire population. Widespread use and custom.
Popular roots. Common use.

combinaciones de color azul rey
The best combination that exists for the Blue King is white.

combo
In Colombia Combo is a musical, similar to an orchestra.  Usually they play tropical music.  Combo is a group of friends
who gather to do activities together.  Combo is also a group of things that are sold together at a discounted price.

combretáceas
It is the Spanishization of the technical term Combretaceae .  It is the name of a family of plants that are characterized in
having their foliage by floors, levels or layers.  They may have medicinal uses in some cases or ornamental uses and it
gathers about 600 species.  A very representative species is the ornamental tree called Almond Tree ( Terminalia
catappa )

comcuñada
The correct term is agreed.  You mean a brother-in-law's wife.  She can also be a wife's sister-in-law. 

comecoco
Also known as comepiojo or compiojos.  It is a special bend of origami that manipulated with the fingers opens and
closes, making it easier to imitate that it eats or catches lice.  Person or animal that eats coconut.  Pacman.

comediante
Person who in his artistic presentations makes comedy or who makes the spectators laugh.  Comedian , comedian,
buffoon, clown.  Artist who tries to make his observers laugh in his presentations. 



comedirse
Means providing care, support, help, be ready to collaborate.  It is the action of the demure.  In Colombia, it is
synonymous with being attentive, friendly, considerate, courteous, prudent, measured, judicious, sensible, discreet,
prudent.

comedogénico
It means that it clogs the pores and produces black dots on the face (on the skin of the face).  It produces comedones. 

comedor
It is the part of the house where food is taken, usually consists of table and several chairs, but you can also consider as
a member the furniture where the crockery and cutlery are kept.  Furniture used to take food.  It also means that it eats,
that it consumes, that it feeds.  That its main activity is to eat.  It can be considered as synonymous with restaurant. 

comejenes
Insect repellent ( eating wood ). Also referred to as termites or termite. They are very gregarious. They are very common
in Colombia, their nests are called termite mounds or topias.

comensal
A restaurant customer.  A person who regularly eat in a restaurant (regular customer).  A person who has a contract at a
restaurant or House to receive food every day.

comensalidad
It is the activity of a diner.  A person who eats in a restaurant for long periods of time.  Fixed a restaurant customer.

comenzado
It is an inflection of start (past participle).  Means to start, start, start, undertake, beginning, preludiar, brand new,
opening, opening, arise, sprout, birth.

comenzámos
The correct term is to start, no tilde.  It's a turning-up to start.  It means to start, start, start, start, start, open, be born,
arise.

comerse las verdes y las maduras
In Colombia, it means to accept everything as it comes. Hold all the sufferings that come or should stand, but fight to
achieve the objectives.   " We must suffer with patience ". Nothing is free in this life, we must strive to achieve the goals.

cometa
Celestial body forming a queue to move.   Celestial body that has hair.  In Colombia we also say kite to a toy than with a
wire or rope flies.  Papalote, skipjack.

comezón
Molesta sensation on the skin caused by hives.  Desire to scratch.  Itching, urticaria, itching, itching, itching, stinging
sensation.  It can also mean forward, ganas, desires, aspirations, commitment, desire.



comezón o escozor contaminarse
Itching or burning, means itching, stinging, itching or hives.  Contamination means getting dirty, infected, infected.

comfort
The correct term is comfortable, with n.  It means comfort, well-being, comfort, I welcome, relief, calm, tranquility,
convenience.

comiak
Small Eskimo canoe or boat (Inuit) used only by women.  It is also a word from the Basque language meaning comic (s).

comicas
The correct term is comical, always with tilde.  It means laughable, causing laughter, grace.  Funny, funny, hilarious,
josive, humorous, histrionic.  Plural comic .

comicio
It means election, vote, voting, referendum and plebiscite.  Elections carried out by means of a vote in a ballot box. 
Used more 40 elections; in plural ).

comida
It means food, sustenance, nutrition, food, groceries.  Inflection of eating, which means nourishing, feeding.  In Colombia
it also means ajada, gnawed, worn. 

comienzan
It's a tipping start.  It means to start, start, start, undertake, open, emerge, sprout.

comilla
It is a symbol or graphic sign that we use to frame or highlight a text said by another.  It is used more plurally ( quotation
marks ), because it must mark the beginning and end of the said .  Comma diminutive .

comillas
Plural of quotation marks .  Small commas.  It is an orthographic sign that is used to start and end a text that is
transcribed as pronounced by someone.  An orthographic sign to frame a textual quote. 

comilona
Very plentiful and varied food.  Feast, francachela.  Party in which you eat too much.  Dinner opípara, copious, splendid.

comino
Name of an aromatic herb in the family Apiaceae, its scientific name is Cuminum cyminum.  Widely used in culinary
herbs.  The name of a small island close to malta, in the Mediterranean.  Name of a timber tree in Colombia (Aniba
perutilis, family Lauraceae).

comió



Turning to eat. It means swallowing, eating, take, swallow, swallow, devour, nourished, wear, roer, erode, deleznar,
consume.

comisión
In Colombia it means travel of an employee or official in order to fulfill a mission, to execute a mandate or an order of his
superiors.   I work fulfilling functions but outside their usual place of work.  It usually merits the collection of per diems
and travel expenses.  Command, assignment, mission, task, management.  Action or effect of committing, which means
doing, executing, performing, perpetrating, consummating.  Money that is charged or paid for collaborating in the
realization of a business.  It is usually a percentage previously approved with the participants of the business, either the
seller or the buyer.  Profit , percentage .  It can also be a group of people who travel before some authority on behalf of
the community, to make a request.  Representation, board, committee, delegation. 

comiso
In Colombia it is the same as cold, mecato, supply, zarapa.  Food that is taken to the work site to consume in the middle
of the day or during a long trip.

comistrajo
Generally speaking it is a poorly prepared meal.  Mixture, mixture or revolt of food.  heated. 

comisura
It means union or intersection site.  Joint.  Site where the lids of the eyes, lips, or serrated edges that form the skull
come together.  Set of fibers or nerve endings which join two structures of the nervous system.

comitiva
In Colombia is a kindergarten game which consists of preparing food and distribute it among their classmates.  First
steps of a chef.  A character in their travel companions.  Company, companions.

como
It's a inflection to eat.  It means feeding, nourishing, ingesting.  It is also the name of a town and a lake in Lombardy,
Italy.

como es el sinonimo de xai
Xai is a word in Catalan meaning lamb. 

como gato boca arriba
as cat face-up is incorrectly written and it should be written as "As cat paws up" being its meaning:<br>The common
form used in Colombia is to defend as cat upside down, means defend fiercely, with much vigour, with much
vehemence.

como hielo
In Colombia it means cold, unresponsive, indifferent, unmoved, inhuman, hard.

como se dice a las personas que siempre tratan de llamar la atencion de todos
Self-centered, narcissistic, selfish, egotistical, individualist. In Colombia we also say farolos, fantoches.



comoda
The correct term is comfortable (with accent).  In Colombia is a furniture large wooden serving for storing clothing. 
Wardrobe, chiffonier, chest of drawers.  It is also an adjective.  It means that it is in comfort, with serenity, tranquility.  
RESTful, pleasant, easy, useful, friendly, comfortable, lazy.

comodities
commodities is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Commodities" being its meaning:<br>It is not a term of the
Spanish language. The correct term is commodities. It is a word of the language English, plural of commodity. It means
hospitality, facilitators. Products that facilitate everyday life.

comodín
Jóker, stealing.  Card that can take the value that the player of the deck wants.  That fits any circumstance, which is
useful at any time.  That has many utilities, multipurpose.

comondú
comondú is incorrectly written and it should be written as Comondú ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Comondú ( 41 own name;.  It is a Mexican town in the State of Baja California Sur.  It is known as the island of
Mexico municipality, as it consists of several islands on the Pacific Ocean ( Mangrove, Magdalena and Santa Margarita )
and the Gulf of California, ( San Diego and Havana ).

comorbilidad
It is a disease that suffers simultaneously with another.  Parallel ailment. 

compadecido
It is an inflection of pity.  You want to tell, commiserate you, consider, sympathize with, feel pity, condoler is, pity.

compadeser
compadeser is incorrectly written, and should be written as pity ( c ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is to
sympathize with ( c )  It means accompany the pain to another, feel the pain of others.  It is synonymous with pity is,
condoler it, soften it, hurt is.

compadrito
In Argentina and Uruguay, modest person who lived on the outskirts of the city.  In Colombia diminutive of compadre
and name of a very popular and tropical song, very old.  It was performed by the Rufo Garrido Orchestra.  A few years
ago it was again popularized by Moses Angulo.  In Peru the stage name of Willy Ancco, a singer of danceable popular
music.

compañía
It can mean company, partnership, corporation, firm, entity.  It can also mean entourage, courtship, accompaniment,
procession.  Person, animal or thing that walks next to another.  That they walk together without separating. 

comparecencia
In Colombia is synonymous with presentation.  Compliance with a subpoena from a court or an authority.

comparsa



In Colombia it is an ensemble of costumed dancers.  They participate in carnivals and popular festivals.  Mojiganga . 

comparsas
Plural de comparsa .  In Colombia it is a group of people who disguise the as allegorical or folkloric characters.  Cronies,
accomplices.  Folk group, usually dances at carnivals and with special costumes or costumes.

comparsista
It refers to each of the members of a comparsa or the dancers disguised in a carnival. 

compartida
It means that it is used simultaneously by more than one person.  That you have equal rights.  Inflection of sharing which
means to distribute, distribute, divide, split.  Divided , game . 

compas
In the slang of the guerrillas means companion, Comrade.  Compass, with accent, is a bit school and drawing that
serves to make circles.  Nautica is an instrument of navigation which is used to set the course.  Compass.  In music it is
division or part of a work in times of equal duration.  Rhythm, time, movement, Cadence.

compasaba
It sacramental is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Acompasaba" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
acompasaba. It is an inflection of matching. It is the rhythm or the beat of a music with something. Tap with your fingers
how to drum. Carry the same rhythm or beat. Marching to the beat of the music.

compás
In Music , it is a musical metric entity, which is composed of several units of time organized by groups and formed by
several pulses.  Unit of measurement in music .  Musical notation is written at the beginning of the staff.  In Mathematics
and Geometry is a device that serves to make perfect circles and to draw arches of circumferences.  It is also used to
measure distances on a map. 

compeler
It means to oblige, to impose, to force, to demand, to coerce. 

compendiado
It means summarized, abbreviated, short, synthesized, extracted.  It is an inflection of compendium which means to
extract, summarize, abbreviate. 

compendiar
It means to make a synthesis, an extract, summary or compendium.  Condense, extract, summarize, abbreviate,
synthesize. 

compendio
It means extract, synthesis, summary, abbreviation. 

compensados



It is an inflection of compensate.  It means balance, balance, level, reward, to compensate.  Given voluntarily a reward
or compensation in consideration to a benefit received.

competencia
Dispute that takes place between athletes of any branch with the aim of obtaining the triumph.  Rivalry, strife,
confrontation. 

competencia de campo
It refers to the athletic competitions that are open and not on a track.  They can generate risks to people, therefore they
need large areas.  They are among other releases of Javelin, discus, hammer and bullet.

competente
It means that it is the right one or the right one.  That has competition .  You have the ability, knowledge and proper
preparation to execute something.  Relevant, fit, fair, correct, suitable, suitable, indicated, trained. 

competir
It means rivalry, pugnar, fight, contender.  Participate in a competition.  It can also mean opposing, emulating or
imitating.

compilar
It means to gather, group, condense, add .  It is the action of grouping several extracts or texts into a single document. 

compinche
It means person who accompanies another in his actions.  Accomplice.  It can also be considered as synonymous with
companion, friend.

complegisa
complegisa is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Complejiza" as meaning:<br>The word complegisa is
misspelled. The right thing is complejiza. It is an inflection of diversified. It means more complicate things, again very
complex a situation worse than it is.

complejizar
Very difficult to do an action and delay its effects or its development. Complicated work.

complejo b
It is a vitamin set that includes 8 vitamins and many substances that are not vitamins.  It is key to the functioning of the
body, as it increases cellular energy, provides analgesic effect against pain and helps the formation of red blood cells
and therefore prevents anemia. 

complices
The right term is complicit, always with tilde.  Plural of accomplice.  It means person with whom the wrongdoer makes
his misdeeds.  Contributor, shareholder, involved, associate, co-author. 

comploteando



It refers to the person, entity or State who prepares or executes a plot. Inflection of Complotear. Prepare or execute a
conspiracy, conspiracy, conspiracy.

compol
It is the acronym for Political Communication.

componenda
It means agreement or Convention to affect another, plot.  Fix, I graft, maneuver, compact.

compostar
It is the action of converting the residues of organic matter into humus or fertilizer.

compostela
In the Philippines it is the name of a city and a valley.  There is also a province called Compostela Valley.  Name of a
city in the state of Nayarit in Mexico  Name of a Spanish city whose full name is Santiago de Compostela and which
belongs to the Province of Galicia, of which it is the capital. 

compostelano
It means that it is from Compostela (Santiago de Compostela, city of Spain) or that it is related to it. 

compostura
It means dignity, decency, moderation, modesty, modesty, good behavior.  It can also arise from composing and means
arrangement, adjustment, repair and restoration.

comprar
It means to acquire something by means of a payment or for a certain price.  Colloquially, let yourself be deceived. 
Bribe, corrupt. 

comprámelo
It is a turning point of purchase.  Means acquiring a thing or through a payment.  It is imperative.

comprimido
It means narrow, compact.  In Colombia it is synonymous with pill, pill, tablet, jelly, pasta.  Medicinal product
administered orally in the form of lentil. 

comprimio
compressed is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Compressed." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
compressed. It is an inflection of compress. Then crimp, crush, press, press, squeeze, reduce, restrain, suppress.

comprometerse
It is the Act of assuming or acquiring a commitment.  Promise, guarantee, be bound, respond.

compsophis



It means delicate ofidios or delicate snakes.  It is a genus of snakes in the family Lamprophiidae and only live in
Madagascar.

compungido
Affected by any serious event.  In Colombia means discouraged, demoralized, dismayed, distressed, overwhelmed, sad.
 Colloquially we say appeased, pliers.

computadoras
Person who makes or computations, making calculations. Systems is synonymous with computers, computers,
electronic calculator, processor or data processing, electronic brain. Machine or electronic device capable of storing
information and handle it according to previously installed programs. It is able to carry out operations, math and logic.

comté
Comte is incorrectly written and it should be written as Comte ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Comte ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a French cheese with denomination of origin ( Gruyere ).  It is also the name
of a town in Pas-de-Calais ( 41 France;.  It is also a surname of French origin, used Comte and Comte, means count, it
exists in France, Colombia and Andorra.

comucho
It means large group of people.  Crowd, crowd, Flock, Horde, mob, gang, troop.  Community.  It is used more in Chile
and Argentina.

comulgar
It means agreeing, agreeing on the way you think or act.  It is also to receive Christ in the Sacrament of Communion.

comunal
It means the common, the people of the community.  Related to the community, right or collective benefit.  That is all.

comunicacion efectiva
It is communication that complies with the purpose of ensuring that the message of the issuer gets full, clear and
understandable to the receiver.

comunicasion
comunicasion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Communication" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
40 communication; c ) It is the action or effect of communicating. It is the transmission of understandable signals
between a transmitter and a receiver. Exchange of information between several people and by different means.

comunitarista
Person who supports community development.  Person who promotes community action.  Also a person who supports
and promotes the European Common Market or who promotes the policies of the European Community.  It supports the
European union. 

comunity manager
They are not the Spanish language but English language words and means administrator or community administrator. 
The person that he manages a residential complex or a condo building.



comunque
It is the name given in Mexico to the fruits which still have not fully matured.  In Colombia we say green, good looking (
or pinton ) biche.

comuti
It is one of the common names of an oversized constrictor snake and aquatic customs.  It is also called yellow
anaconda, kurijú, curiyú, curiyó.  Duck snake or oversized aquatic snake.  Its scientific name is Eunectes notaeus and
belongs to the family Boidae.

comvoca
The correct term is convens, with v .  It is a turning point to summoning, which means inviting, quoting, calling, requiring,
warning.

con el tiempo pegao
Who is this delayed, delayed, over time against.  That he should hurry up, because it will come late.  At the wrong time.

con huevos
In Argentina it means forcefully, fierceness, sniting, berraquera.  Fight with all the utmost effort or effort.  Substance.

con olor agradable
It is the definition of perfume difallorify or aromatic.  Fragrant.

cona
It is the name of an Italian town in the province of Venice.  Among the mapuche people fighter, soldier, Warrior, Indian
who fights.

conabio
CONABIO in Mexico is an acronym for the National Commission for the Knowledge and Use of Biodiversity.

conacaste
In Central America, especially Guatemala and El Salvador it is the name of a tree.  It is another way of calling a tree of
scientific name Enterolobium cyclocarpum, which is commonly known as earmuff, pinion, ear pinion, caracaro.  In
Central America it is called guanacaste, corotú, poch, pit, tuburú.  It belongs to the Fabaceae family. 

conatar
It is a platform that allows refills electronically.

conato
It means failed.  Something that starts and stops immediately.  Purpose, attempt, amago, attempt.

concatenación
It means chaining of facts or events.  Concatenate action or effect, which means chaining, relating . 



conceder antónimo
Antonym to grant are: deny, remove, deny, reject, refute, dismiss, challenge, refuse, deprive, prevent, prohibit. 

concentrarse
It can mean attending, reflecting, keeping yourself.

concepcion
The correct term is Conception, always with tilde.  It means the action of conceiving or begetting.  It also means idea,
concept, opinion, way of understanding or interpreting something.  Name of woman of Latin origin and refers to the
divine conception of Mary.  Concha variant . 

concepción
It is a woman's name of Latin origin and refers to the Divine Conception of Jesus.  Action or effect of conceiving .  One
of Concepción's apocopies is Concha.  Name of a city of Chile, located in the central region.  Name of a municipality of
Colombia in the Department of Santander . 

concepto de brocal
Seal or lid of any type of well that has been drilled (seismic, oil, hydraulic, geoelectric registers, sanitary).

concepto de intermunicipal
It means between several municipalities. In Colombia the inter-municipal shuttle service is which leads from a village to
another. We colloquially say backpackers and refers to stop everywhere.

concepto de prosperar
Have or enjoy prosperity. You have acceptance an idea or opinion. Improve living conditions, progress.

concepto de tamborera
It is a type of cumbia which has as an accompanying instrument the drum.  It keeps up with the drum.  It's a very
cadentious and cheerful kind of music. 

concertaban
It is an inflection of concluding.  Means to reach an agreement, agree, agree, agree, stipulate, establish, negotiate, fix,
adjust, harmonize.

concha
Shell may be the shell of the turtle or the armadillo.  Shell is the leaflet that covers an oyster or a Mussel.  In Colombia, it
also means crust, mother-of-Pearl, effrontery, impudence, apathy, slowly, sinverguenceria, cover sinverguenzura. 
Colombia is also a surname of Spanish origin.   Name of a President of Colombia ( José Vicente Concha Ferreira ) and
a Colombian Cardinal ( Luis Concha Córdoba, son of the previous ).  In Colombia also say shell or Conchita women
called Consuelo ( although used more of apocope Connie ) and conception.

conchabar
It can mean stirring, mixing, intermixing, wallowing.  It also means to concoct, weave, unite, associate, put together,
weave.  Hire laborers or staff of workers and day laborers.  Make agreements with another or associate to harm a third
party. 



conchale
overdid is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 overdid; with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>It is a Venezuelan
colloquial expression to show admiration, amazement or surprise, they almost always say " Overdid, is worth $ " that
means " As it seems, brother ". How do you think?. They sometimes also say cone!. The Spanish say fuck! and in
Colombia we say Carajo!. Caramba! Hijuepuerca!.

conchatumare
It is the most vulgar and profane way of insulting another person a Venezuelan. It is not used in any other South
American country; It is equivalent to when a Spanish says " the whore mother who bore you " or when a Colombian says
" Bitch " or   " malparido ".

concheto
In the area of the river of La Plata, it means proud, vain, conceited, pricked, stretched, encopeted, believed.  It pretends
to be superior to what it really is.  That looks like it's not.

conchetumare
What he says to Isaac is not true: that Word is not used in Colombia but in Venezuela. It is a large Venezuelan insult.

conchi
The name of a natural pool that exists on Aruba.

concho
It has two meanings in Colombia.  Precipitate or blot that settles in coffee, tea or chocolate.  Grounds, sediment.  It is
also told Concho to a food residue that is left on the plate.  Residue, leftovers.

conchuda
In Colombia it means scoundrel, braided, cynical, daring, insolent, shameless.  Person or woman who doesn't care
about what they will say or the rejection of others.  It makes evils and remains quiet as if nothing happened.

conchudo
Person does not care about anything that makes evils and remains as rampant as if nothing happened.  In Colombia it
means scoundrel, brash, cynical, daring and insolent, shameless.

concideraciones
concideraciones is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Considerations" being its meaning:<br>Each and every
one of the things or matters being discussed in a discussion or Assembly to be approved or rejected. Deference,
respect, attention, courtesies and estimates.

conciente
conscious is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Conscious." being its meaning:<br>You should write
consciously. It means being in his right mind, which has lucidity, who understands what is happening, or what they are
saying. Awake, attentive, thorough, sensible, sane.

concienzudamente
It means that it is made with rigor, depth, detail, with professionalism.  With good analysis.



concienzudo
It means that you analysed in detail.  With great awareness.  Carefully.  Meticulous, scrupulous, detailed, meticulous,
persistent, applied, judicious.

conciernen
It is a turning point of concern.  It means atañer, relate, import, concern, depending upon, engage.

conciliatio
It is a term used in rhetoric.  It refers to a type of dialectical figure, within literary figures.  It is a manipulative resource of
language, through which a term previously used by the interlocutor in a speech is taken up and a meaning is given
totally to the one it had and with which it was used. 

concilio de obispos
This is the definition in Spanish of Synod, or Council.  Also is often used Osios, in homage to Osio (Hosius), was a
Spanish Bishop, who chaired the Council of Nicaea.  A meeting of bishops Oriental, Orthodox or Russian is called
Eparcas.

concilios
The body of Cardinals meeting. Joint Assembly, meeting, Congress, Caucus.

concilios
The body of Cardinals meeting. Joint Assembly, meeting, Congress, Caucus.

conciso
It is said, described or written in a short text.  It means brief, succinct, succinct, short, condensed, laconic, concrete.

concluido
It is a turning point of conclusion.  It means end, culminate, finished, finalize, finish, exhaust, complete, finalize.  It can
also mean deduce, infer, deduce, think.

concominante
That it accompanies, acts and collaborates.  You want to tell analog, akin, related, similar, related, concurrent,
simultaneous.

concomitente
It is synonymous with analog, related, similar, related, related, concurrent, simultaneous.

concordiano
It means he is originally from Concordia, born in Concordia.  Relative to Concordia.  It may refer to two or three
Colombian municipalities: Concordia in the Department of Antioquia, Concordia in the Department of Magdalena or
Puerto Concordia in the Department of Meta.  Concordia is also a neighborhood of Bogotá and an Argentine city in the
Province of Entre Ríos, as well as being a Canadian university of Lutheran religious character. 

concubina



Woman who lives with a married man who is not her husband.  Dear, lover, second, companion.  Amasia . 

concupiscentes
It means ambitious, greedy.  Plural of concupiscent .  It is also how people who do not control their sexual desires are
designated.  Sinners.

concupisencia
The correct term is lust.  It means lust, lewdness, eroticism, pleasure, sensuality, desire, libídine.  Debauchery.  It is all
the opposite of purity or chastity.

concúbito
It means complete and consensual sexual intercourse.  Copulation.  Fornication, mating, intercourse. 

conde
It is a noble title that is inferior to Marquis and superior to Viscount.  In the feudal regime, lord of a county or county. 
Surname of Spanish origin. 

conde
It is a noble title that is inferior to Marquis and superior to Viscount.  In the feudal regime, lord of a county or county. 
Surname of Spanish origin. 

condera
It is the name of the cemetery and a hill at that site which belongs to the municipality of Reggio di Calabria in southern
Italy. District of the upper part of the same city.

condes
It is a noble title of Marquis below and above the Viscount. Condal. Who governs in a County. Mr Condal.

condesendecia
condesendecia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Patronizing" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
condescension.  Does complacency, tolerance, compassion and compromise.

condesendencia
condesendencia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Patronizing" being its meaning:<br>You must write
condescension. It means that it is condescending, that tolerates, that allows, that he gives, that different accept what
does or says. Consequential damages. Compromise, benevolence, complacency. Accompaniment.

condiloma
In medicine it is a small genital bump caused by sexually transmitted infection.  Genital wart. 

condoches
There are a few rolls of Zacatecas in Mexico.  that are usually filled with raisins, walnuts, coconut or fruit dehydrated, is
very similar to that in Colombia we call mogollas or repollitas.



condografia
It is a medical term to define the description of cartilage. Image showing the cartilages.

condonable
It means that it is permissible to be forgiven, varied or redeemed.  That you can vary the conditions in such a way that
they benefit the user.  It is usually a type of educational credit, by which a student is financed and at the end of the
studies conditions vary according to academic performance. 

condonar
It is the action or effect of forgiving a debt or exempting from a payment.  Dispense, exonerate, forgive, extimate,
pardon, amnesty, annul, acquit, clemency.

condorearse
It is used in Chile and means a serious mistake, muddy it, mess up, shit it, condoro, err... In Colombia is used in some
parts to indicate he became presumptuous, conceited, that rose like a condor.

condorito
It means small condor, diminutive condor.  He's the character of a Chilean comic book.  There is a possibility that they
will ask for a conditus, if so it is a type of small meteorites that fall to earth. 

condóminos
It is the plural of condominium. It is every natural person or legal ( physical or moral ) It has property in a condominium
or is subjected to a horizontal property regime.

condrictios
It's a Latin term, which means cartilaginous fish.  He's got cartilage and no bones.  That the skeleton is not hard.  It's a
kind of fish.  The word is formed from the Greek roots kondros (cartilage, tendon) and strokes ( fish).

condrictios
It's a Latin term, which means cartilaginous fish.  He's got cartilage and no bones.  That the skeleton is not hard.  It's a
kind of fish.  The word is formed from the Greek roots kondros (cartilage, tendon) and strokes ( fish).

condrodita
It is a mineral that is found naturally in the form of grains and why that name (from the Greek condros: grain).  It also
receives the names of prolectita or brocchita.  It is a metamorphic rock can be formed by hydration of olivine

condrosis
It's a cartilage abnormality.  Abnormal hardening of cartilage.

conducho
It was a type of tribute of the Kingdom of Castile, consisting of feeding and housing the king and his entourage or
entourage, during their travels.  It was also true of the Lord in his lordships. 

conducto urinario



It is the definition of ureter.  It is the tube that allows you to evacuate the urine from the kidney to the bladder.

conductoras
It means that they drive, that they transport, that they transmit or transfer.  Also who drive or pilot.  Lines that allow the
transmission of energy.  Name given to presenters, usually journalists, who conduct, guide or direct a program.  In
Colombia it is another way to call women drivers. 

conduj
It is a form of call in Mexico to mount 40 grape; Vitis family Vitaceae 41 tilifolia;.  He is also known with the names of
chochogo, agra, agras, agraz, monte Liana, Liana of water.  It is found from Mexico to Brazil.

condumio
It means food, food, ration.  Amount of food supplied to someone.  Sustenance, still bodigo, loaf, maintenance. 

conduplicación
It means repetition.  He is a figure of speech. 

condurango
It means he looks like a condor.  It is the common name of a climbing plant from the Southern Andes, of the Pacific
Coast of Colombia, Ecuador and Peru.  It has medicinal and culinary uses.  It also receives the names of toad bejuco,
condor bejuco, cundurango.  Its scientific name is Marsdenia condurango and belongs to the family Apocynaceae.  It
has a very bitter taste.

condúa
It is another name that overlook the mountain Papayon in Mexico.  Also say you Cahuayote, caguayote, bonnet,
Romaine, papaya jacaratia, monte, kunché.  Its scientific name is Pileus mexicanus (or Jacaratia mexicana) and the
family Caricaceae.

conejera
Forest reserve located north of Bogota.  Hill in the North of Bogota.  Bogota wetlands.  Site where you can find the
rabbits.  Burrow of bunnies.

conejita
Playboy magazine model.  Diminutive of the coneja.  Playboy Clubs waitress.

conejitas
Plural of bunny .  It is the diminutive of rabbit, the female rabbit.  Name given to a sensual model who has posed nude
for Playboy magazine. 

conejo
It is one of the common names of a small rodent long ears and fast scrolling.  They are very prolific.  Its scientific name
is Oryctolagus cuniculus and is of the family Leporidae (means split lip).  Young rabbits are called kits.  In Colombia
rabbit (or make rabbit) is fleeing from an establishment where it has eaten or drunk without paying.  It is also a person
with many children.



coné
Character of the comic strip Condorito.  Name that by a misunderstanding between the priest he baptized and Condorito
was registered for his nephew.  He was going to be baptized Eugenio, but Condorito only said "Ugenio", the priest
replied: "It is with E, son".  .  .  . Then Condorito said"As you say, Father."  That's why it's called that.  It is a faithful copy
of Condorito but in miniature.

confabular
It means conspiring, meeting, or allying with others to affect a third party.  It is intentionally altering or damaging the
normal functioning of something, in order to affect an opposing group or the enemy.  Conspiring, sabotaging, conspiring,
boycotting, obstructing. 

conferencia
Talk that it aims to provide new knowledge to an audience.  Dissertation, Conference, lecture, speech, Parliament,
Congress, meeting, Assembly.

conferencista
In Colombia it is the same as exhibitor or lecturer.  A person who lectures in front of an auditorium.  Who disserts an
audience.

conferente
Refer to the person who gives or grants a license or permit, means the licensor, which confers, which grants, which
authorizes, which grants a power.  It is who delivers, da, dispenses or attaches.

confeti
In Colombia chopped paper that is spread in the celebrations.  It is usually of various shapes and very striking colors. 

confidencia
Information that is kept secret or reserved.  Information that should not be commented on or announced. 

confidente
A person who knows how to listen to the reserved information of another and does not discuss it with anyone.  Person
who knows how to keep secrets. 

confinado
It can mean held, imprisoned, forbidden to move freely.  That you must remain in your residence and not leave it.  That
can't be moved or mobilized. 

confinamiento perimetral
He wants to lock up, quarantine.  It is not allowed in entry or exit in a defined territory.  Enclosure, access or exit locking
on all sides or sides.  Locking around a given area.  Border or border closure. 

confines
Mean limit, linde, end, border, edge, end, perimeter, edge, shore, around, borderline, periphery.  It is also the name of a
municipality of the Department of Santander in Colombia, which belongs to the Comunera province.



confirmarse
It means ratifying, corroborating, revalidating, proving, testing.  In the Catholic Religion it is to practice the second
sacrament ( Confirmation).

confit
Confit is the name of a technique used to store food for a long time.  Involves cooking the dams to simmer too long in its
own fat or sugar ( 41 syrup;  Usually used to preserve meat, especially dams.  Once candied, the dams are preserved in
airtight containers.

confite
In Colombia it means sweet, caramel, treat.  Balls of melted sugar . 

confitura
Candy, sweet confectionery product.  Candy, candy, candy.  Cover of sugar in a cake, cookie or dessert.

conflagración
In Colombia it means intense fire, fire, flare, ignition.  By extension it can also mean war, confrontation, fighting, conflict,
contest, shock.

conformarse
Accept without question.  You want to tell resigned, adapt, assign, hold, conform.

conforme
It means agree, that accepts the agreed conditions.  Acceptance, conformity .  Which is the same, it has the same
shape or condition.  Of equal characteristics.

confort
It is a gallicism accepted by the Royal Academy of the Spanish language and means comfort, well-being and comfort.

confrontacional
Any action which generates matches, confrontation, confrontation, comparison and review. It means that it is worthy of
being evaluated and compared.

confrotar
It means confronting, collating, comparing, examining, carear.  Oppose or oppose . 

confundirse
It means to get it wrong, to be stunned, to get tangled up, to err on the right hand in choosing something correctly, to
choose the wrong, to be disoriented.

confusedly
It is an English word which means confusingly.  In a strange way.



confusión
Action or effect of confusing or being confused.  It means disorder, chaos, tangle, mistake, bewilderment, perplexity,
bewilderment, disorientation, embarrassment. 

confusión lío
They are synonymous with chaos, disorder, entuncing.

confutar
It means asking for the nullity of any decision, for reasons of illegality, injustice or fraud, also because you have not had
due process or not to have followed the necessary and required procedures.  It means rejecting the validity of an
assertion, idea or argument by reason or proof.  Rebut, disprove, contradict, censor.

congal
In Mexico it is a house of appointments, brothel, brothel, Chongo, Puteadero.

conglomerado
It is a type of product that is obtained by using compacted shavings, sawdust and a glue.  Agglomerate.  Mix, amalgam,
cluster. 

conglomerado ocupacional
It is the same that workforce or working population or working class.

congnitiva
It means relating to knowledge and learning.  It is a capacity that varies greatly between one human being and another.

congoja
It means intense and uncontrollable grief.  Overwhelmed, anguish, grief, sadness, anxiety, tribulation, despair,
restlessness.

congola
In Colombia it is a way to call the pipe or cachimba.  It is an element used to smoke tobacco bite. 

congolo
Congolo or congolo is a fruit of a plant of the family Cucurbitaceae, like passion fruit and passion fruit, but fruit in small
smaller spheres, with a diameter of 3 to 5 cm.  It is edible and very nice, similar to the banana Passionfruit flavor. 
Colombia is also the name of a tree in the family Lecythidaceae, which also receives other common names such as:
tinajito, coquito, carapelo, burillon, amarilon, caobilla, cachimbo.  The seed, for elaboration of beautiful crafts is desired. 
Some also tells bulls-eye or eye of deer, congolo, or congolo to a tree of the Fabaceae family, whose scientific name is
Mucuna mutisiana, which is also used in production of handicrafts.  .

congona
It is one of the common names of a plant for medicinal uses.  It is also known as cannelloni, congonita, immortelle of
Huanuco, cunguna, cuncuna, tigresillo.  Its scientific name is Peperomia inaequalifolia and it belongs to the family
Piperaceae.  



congorocho
In Venezuela, parts of Colombia and in Guyana it is a way of calling the beetle or dung cucarrón.  It is also referred to as
ball wheel or rhinoceros beetle. 

congregarse
It is the action or effect meet, gather, gather, more huddling, piling.  Quote, call.

congresista
Person who is part of the Congress.  In Colombia it is the generic designation for popularly elected political figures who
are part of the House of Representatives or the Senate of the Republic. 

congruente
In geometry it means that it has the same dimension and shape.  Same, identical.  Who acts, speaks and thinks the
same.  It means logical, sound, rational, relevant, consistent, analog, reasonable.

conguero
He is a musician of percussion instruments, who plays the conga or the congas.

congura
The correct term is plotting, with j.  You want to say conspiracy, plot, conspiracy, maneuver, intrigue, plot hoax.

coni
coni is incorrectly written and it should be written as Coni ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Coni ( 41 own name;.  It is a surname of French origin.  Last name of famous Argentine physician, called Emilio Ramón
Coni.  Coni in Colombia is an apocope of consolation.

conificar
It means to give the appearance of a cone, to give a cone shape. 

coniophanes
It means powder-like (relative to color).  It is a genus of nocturnal snakes, living among the leaf litter.  They are found
throughout almost all of America.  They belong to the family Dipsadidae.

conios
Name of an ancient Iberian pre-Roman people.   They lived in the valleys of the Guadalquivir River. 

conirrostros
He's got a cone-shaped head.  Conical head or pointed head.  In Ornithology is a term that is used to generalize a class
of birds that have a special characteristic by the shape of their head.

conisturgis
Name of an ancient walled city of the cone.  He is associated with Beja de Portugal or Medellin de España ( Badajoz ). 
High and protected site. 



coniza
It is the Spanishization of the word Conyza.  It is the name of a botanical genus belonging to the family Asteraceae.  It is
the common name of a herbaceous plant also known as erígero, erígero of Canada or butcher grass, The word is of
Greek origin and means as powder or flea.  The plant is used as an insect repellent and also has medicinal uses.

conización
Conization means cone shape.  Currently in Bogota, there is an educational campaign for drivers and pedestrians by the
Secretariat of mobility, pretending to the good use of public space.  It is made with people disguised as cones.  This is
said to have a "cone" of educational campaigns traffic.

conjunciones y ejemplo
Conjunctions or best 1950s conjunctions are resources of the language that we use to gather into a single functional unit
two or more homogeneous elements; they indicate addition or sum. Conjunctions in Spanish are and, e ( to replace to
the and when the words starting with i ) or ( to indicate and do not, or No ) and that ( for example in climb up 41. And, e,
ni, which help us to collect things and forming homogeneous clusters.

conjura
Agreement or pact between several to harm another.  Conspiracy, machination, confabulation, intrigue, plot, maneuver,
betrayal.

conjurarse
It is seeking to heal or recovered using a spell or magic.  Bewitch you exorcise it, pray is.  Protected by magic or spell. 
Enchantment.

conjuro
In Colombia is synonymous with spell, spell, magic, exorcism, evocation.

conmigo no hay palabras blandas
It is the pretentious speech of someone who intends to ruda, tough, autocratic or dictatorial.  It is not soft, which is rigid,
strict and uncompromising.

conmilitón
Soldier accompanying another in the war, militia companion, comrade, comrade-in-arms. 


